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Abstract 

Stem cell research is emerging both as a scientifically and clinically relevant area. One of the 

current challenges in stem cell research and regenerative medicine is assessment of the 

pluripotency state of induced pluripotent stem (iPS) cells. Once a stem cell differentiation 

process is initiated the challenge is how to assess the state of differentiation, and the purity of 

the differentiated cell population. Stem cell potency and differentiation states are determined by 

tightly coordinated activity of developmental signaling pathways, such as the Notch, Hedgehog, 

TGFβ, Wnt, PI3K, MAPK-AP1, and NFκB pathways. Source of the stem cells and culture protocols 

may influence stem cell phenotype, with potential consequences for pluripotency and in general 

for experimental reproducibility. Human pluripotent embryonic (hES) and iPS stem cell lines 

under different culture conditions, organ derived multipotent stem cells, and differentiated cell 

types, were phenotyped with respect to functional activity of developmental signaling pathways.  

Methods 

We previously reported on the development and validation of a novel assay platform for 

quantitative measurement of activity of multiple signal transduction pathways (STP) 

simultaneously in a single sample, based on interpreting a preselected set of target mRNA 

expression levels. Assays were used to calculate Notch, Hedgehog, TGFβ, Wnt, PI3K, MAPK-AP1, 

and NFκB signal transduction pathway activity scores for individual cell samples, using publicly 

available Affymetrix expression microarray data. 

Results 

Culture conditions (e.g. mouse versus human feeder) influenced pluripotent stem cell pathway 

activity profiles. hES and iPS stem cell lines cultured in the same lab under similar conditions 

showed minimal variation in pathway activity profile despite different genetic backgrounds, while 
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across different labs larger variations were measured, even for the same stem cell line. Pathway 

activity scores for PI3K, MAPK, Hedgehog, Notch, TGFβ, and NFκB pathways rapidly decreased 

upon pluripotent stem cell differentiation, while increasing for the Wnt pathway. Further 

differentiation to intestinal progenitor cells resulted in higher PI3K, Wnt and Notch pathway 

activity. In multipotent intestinal crypt stem cells obtained from intestinal mucosa samples, 

similar Notch and even higher Wnt pathway activity were measured, which disappeared upon 

differentiation to mucosal cells.  

Conclusion 

Results support the validity of using these STP assays for quantitative phenotyping of stem cells 

and differentiated derivatives, and enabled definition of a pluripotency profile with high PI3K, 

MAPK, Hedgehog, TGFβ, Notch, and NFκB, and low Wnt pathway activity scores.  

Measurement of combined signaling pathway activity scores is expected to improve 

experimental reproducibility and standardization of pluripotent and multipotent stem cell culture 

and differentiation. It enables controlled manipulation of signaling pathway activity using 

pathway targeting compounds. An envisioned additional utility may lie in quality control for 

regenerative medicine purposes.  
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Introduction 

Generation of human embryonic stem (hES) cell lines preceded the emergence of induced 

pluripotent stem (iPS) cell technology [1]. Nowadays, well described and established protocols 

enable the generation of a pluripotent stem cell line from a variety of cell types of a healthy or 

diseased individual [2]. Clinical use for regenerative medicine purposes, as well as creation of in 

vitro healthy and diseased tissue models to improve understanding of disease pathophysiology 

and drug development, are major stem cell applications. Especially for iPS cells, the generation of 

cell types for tissue repair holds great clinical potential for treating and potentially curing a 

multifold of diseases [1],[4],[5],[6],[7]. Pluripotent stem cell culture and differentiation towards 

specific cell types is of increasing importance for the creation of in vitro disease models. Since 

iPS-based disease models are generated based on the genetics of the donor and therefore unique 

for each patient, utility may also lie in a personalized disease model for patients with certain 

(lifelong) inherited diseases [7]. 

All these applications face significant challenges. For example, for in vitro disease models it is 

important that they are sufficiently reproducible and representative for in vivo human disease. 

For regenerative medicine, a major challenge is to reproducibly generate the required 

differentiated cells with sufficient purity [8]. 

Unfortunately, despite similar cellular morphology, pluripotency - defined as the capability to 

differentiate into the three germ layers: ectoderm, endoderm, and mesoderm - may differ 

between various hES and iPS cell lines [9]. Observed differences in pluripotency have yet to be 

related to cellular mechanisms that determine differentiation potential and can be adjusted in 

cell culture. In addition, assessment of cell differentiation state and population purity mostly 
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relies on the introduction of reporter genes, specific for a required differentiation or maturation 

state [10],[11],[12]. 

Consequently, there is a need for methods to better characterize the different types of stem cells 

and derivatives with respect to pluripotency and differentiation state, preferably in a quantitative 

manner [13],[14],[15]. Both pluripotency and stem cell differentiation are controlled by 

coordinated activity of a number of highly conserved signal transduction pathways 

[3],[17],[18],[19],[20]. They can be roughly categorized as hormonal driven nuclear receptor 

pathways (e.g. androgen and estrogen receptor pathways), core developmental pathways (e.g. 

Wnt, Hedgehog (HH), TGFβ, and Notch pathways), the NFκB pathway, and the growth factor 

regulated signaling pathway network, that is, the PI3K-AKT-mTOR, MAPK and JAK-STAT pathways 

[18]. In addition to embryonic development, they regulate many physiological processes, while in 

diseases control of signaling pathway activity is typically altered or lost [21]–[33]. 

Assessment of combined activity of these signaling pathways was expected to provide relevant 

information on (pluri)potency or differentiation state of cells. We previously described a novel 

assay platform to quantitatively measure the functional activity of a number of signal 

transduction pathways (STP) in individual cell and tissue samples, based on the inference of 

pathway activity from measurements of mRNA levels of target genes of the transcription factor 

associated with the signaling pathway [16],[36],[37], ,[36]. To define a pluripotency-associated 

pathway activity profile, and to address the potential of the STP assays to increase experimental 

reproducibility, we determined quantitative signal transduction pathway activity profiles of 

different types of hES and iPS cell lines and differentiated derivatives across different labs, as well 

as primary organ-derived stem cells.  
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Methods 

Development and biological validation of MAPK-AP1 pathway activity assay 

The method to develop signal transduction pathway assays has been described before [16],[37]. 

Here we report development and biological validation of an additional assay for measuring the 

activity of the MAPK-AP1 signaling pathway. In brief, a Bayesian computational network model 

for a signal transduction pathway is created to infer the probability that the pathway-associated 

transcription factor is in a transcriptionally active state. The Bayesian network describes (i) the 

causal relation that a target gene is up- or downregulated depending on the transcription 

complex being active or inactive and (ii) the causal relation that a signal from a gene expression 

microarray (e.g. Affymetrix Human Genome U133 Plus 2.0) probeset is high or low depending on 

the target gene being up or down. The list with target genes used to develop the new MAPK-AP1 

pathway assay is available in the Supplementary Materials and Methods (Supplemental Table 

S1). 

Analysis of signal transduction pathway activity on Affymetrix expression microarray data  

Affymetrix Human Genome U133 Plus 2.0 microarray data of stem cell studies were downloaded 

from the public GEO database (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/gds) and signaling pathway activity 

scores for AR, ER, PI3K-FOXO, MAPK-AP1, HH, Notch, TGFβ, Wnt, and NFκB pathways were 

calculated as described before [37]. For each signaling pathway, pathway activity is inferred from 

the log2 odds that the pathway is active. For the PI3K pathway, activity of the FOXO transcription 

factor is calculated, and PI3K pathway activity can be inferred from the FOXO transcription factor 

activity score by inverting it, on the premise that no cellular oxidative stress is present, as 

described before [35], [38]. Quality assessment of Affymetrix data was performed prior to 
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pathway analysis as described [37]. Shown are results of respective pathway activity scores in a 

multi-pathway analysis of data from individual samples. 

Interpretation of signal transduction pathway activity scores [37] 

An important and unique advantage of the pathway activity assays is that they can in principle be 

performed on each cell type. Important considerations for interpretation of log2 odds pathway 

activity scores are:  

(1) on the same sample log2 odds pathway activity scores cannot be directly compared between 

different signaling pathways, since each of the signaling pathways has its own range in log2 odds 

activity scores;  

(2) the log2 odds range for pathway activity (minimum-maximum activity) may vary depending 

on cell type. Once the range has been defined using samples with known pathway activity, on 

every new sample the absolute value can be directly interpreted against that reference. If the 

range has not been defined, only differences in log2 odds activity score between samples can be 

interpreted;  

(3) pathway activity scores are highly quantitative, and even small differences in log2 odds can be 

reproducible and meaningful;  

(4) a negative log2 odds ratio does not necessarily mean that the pathway is inactive.  

Analyzed public GEO datasets containing Affymetrix HG-U133 Plus 2.0 expression microarray 

data 

Pluripotent stem cells: 

� Dataset GSE19902 contains data from human embryonic stem cells (hES-T3), cultured 

using different culture protocols (with 4 ng/ml bFGF): on autogeneic fibroblast feeder 
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layer derived from hES-T3 cells or its conditioned medium; on murine embryonic 

fibroblast (MEF) feeder layer or its conditioned medium [39]. 

� Dataset GSE52658 contains data from hES cells, adapted to feeder-free culture on 

Matrigel-coated plates with MEF-conditioned medium with 15 ng/ml FGF2 [40]. 

� Dataset GSE7879 contains data from mesenchymal stem cell-derived cells (VUB01; hES), 

cultured on MEF feeder, with 4 ng/ml bFGF, and SA01 (Cellartis), or cultured on human 

foreskin fibroblast feeder, supplemented with 4 ng/ml bFGF [41]. 

� Dataset GSE9440 contains data from hES cells cultured on MEF, supplemented with 4 

ng/ml bFGF [42]. 

� Dataset GSE17312 contains data from iPS and hES cell lines, no information on culture 

conditions reported (BI Human Reference Epigenome Mapping Project) [43], [44]. 

� Dataset GSE74358 contains data from four different iPS cell lines cultured on murine 

embryonic fibroblast (MEF) feeder layer (with 10 ng/ml bFGF) [45]. 

Organ-derived multipotent stem cells: 

� Dataset GSE84500 contains data from human bone marrow mesenchymal stem cells [46]. 

� Dataset GSE31255 contains data from colon epithelial cells microdissected from healthy 

colon tissue biopsies, including intestinal crypt stem cells [47]. 

Differentiated stem cell derivatives  

� Dataset GSE52658 contains data from the differentiation of hES cells to mesoderm and 

endoderm [40]. 
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� Dataset GSE74358 contains data from iPS cell differentiation to ectodermal neuronal 

progenitors and neuronal cells, 4 different iPS cell lines [45]. 

Statistics 

Two-sided Wilcoxon signed-rank statistical tests were performed, as indicated in the respective 

figures. In view of the small sample sets, extensive statistical analysis was considered as not 

useful. Also, with very low sample numbers (n<3) visualization and descriptional analysis of 

results (based on non-overlapping scores +/- SD) is performed, since statistical analysis is not 

informative.  

 

Results 

Development of a MAPK-AP1 pathway activity assay 

Ligand-activated Receptor Tyrosine Kinase Receptors, integrin receptors, and G-protein-coupled 

Receptors (GPCRs) can activate the MAPK pathway, consisting of sequential activation of a 

number of kinases (MAP-Kinase-Kinase-Kinase, MAP-Kinase-Kinase, and a MAP-Kinase), resulting 

in activation of the AP1 transcription factor consisting of dimers between members of the Fos 

and Jun protein family [48]. The target genes used in the MAPK-AP1 pathway model are listed in 

Supplementary table S1. In in vitro culture experiments, 12-O-Tetradecanoylphorbol-13-acetate 

(TPA; also referred to as phorbol-12-myristate 13-acetate, PMA) is the archetypal activator of 

AP1, and both calibration and validation samples for the pathway model were based on the use 

of this activator molecule in various cell types. For calibration purposes vehicle-treated (MAPK-

AP1 inactive) and 500 nM TPA-treated (MAPK-AP1 active) HepG2 liver cell samples [49] were 

used (Supplementary Figure S1A). 
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After freezing the model, independent samples were used for validation of the model 

(Supplementary Figure S1B-E). The MAPK-AP1 model correctly measured increased AP1 activity 

in 100 nM TPA-treated U937 cells [50] (Supplementary Figure S1B), while knockdown of ZXDC1, a 

transcription factor regulating gene transcription during myeloid cell differentiation after AP1 

activation, did not change MAPK-AP1 activity in TPA-treated U937 cells, confirming that the 

target genes in our MAPK-AP1 model are specifically activated by MAPK-AP1. In other 

experiments, U937 cells had been treated with 50 ng/ml TPA [51], and K562 (erythroleukemia) 

cells with 10 nM and 100 nM TPA/PMA respectively [52], [53], resulting in increased MAPK-AP1 

pathway activity scores (Supplementary Figure S1C and S1D). The MAPK-AP1 model was further 

validated on samples treated with the protein kinase C activating drug PEP008 (20-O-acetyl-

ingenol-3-angelate), and with effects comparable to TPA. SK-MEL-5 (melanoma; Supplementary 

Figure S1E) cells and COLO-2005 (colon cancer; Supplementary Figure S1F) cells were treated 

with 1 μg/mL PEP008 or 1000 ng/mL TPA (only the SK-MEL-5 cells) [54], resulting in increased 

MAPK-AP1 pathway activity. 

Finally, the MAPK-AP1 pathway model was evaluated on tamoxifen-resistant MCF7 human breast 

cancer cells treated 10 nM growth hormone heregulin (Supplementary Figure S1G) to activate 

the MAPK-AP1 signaling pathway [55]. Oyama et al. reported that MAPK activity is altered in 

tamoxifen-resistant MCF7, which is reflected by the strong increase in MAPK-AP1 pathway 

activity upon heregulin stimulation compared to wild-type MCF7. 

Measuring signal transduction pathway activity in various stem cell lines and differentiated 

derivatives 

Signaling pathway analysis was performed on Affymetrix expression microarray data from various 

types of stem cells, cultured in different labs, and either pluripotent, multipotent or differentiated 
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in a specific direction. In general, between samples from the same pluripotent stem cell line or 

between different cell lines cultured in the same laboratory, pathway activity scores showed 

relatively small variations, but across laboratories larger differences in pathway activity profiles 

were observed. Pathway activity profiles clearly differed between pluripotent, multipotent and 

differentiated cells, and were influenced by culture conditions. Aside from providing insights into 

the phenotype of the investigated stem cell types, the presented results also emphasize the 

quantitative nature of the pathway assays (Figure 1-4). 

STP activity scores in hES cells vary with different culture conditions 

Signaling pathway activities were compared between hES-T3 human embryonic stem cells 

cultured in different ways: (1) in conditioned medium of the human feeder layer, supplemented 

with 4 ng/ml bFGF; (2) on a human autogeneic fibroblast feeder layer; (3) in MEF-conditioned 

medium, supplemented with 4 ng/ml bFGF; and (4) on a conventional murine MEF feeder layer. 

HH pathway activity scores were indicative of an active pathway and relatively independent of 

culture conditions (Figure 1A). Pathway activity scores were consistently very low for the ER, AR, 

Wnt, and NFκB pathways. When comparing human with murine culture conditions (either on 

feeder layer or with conditioned medium), higher pathway activity scores of the Notch and TGFβ 

pathways and to a lesser extent of the MAPK-AP1, and NFκB pathways, and lower PI3K (the 

inverse of higher FOXO transcription factor pathway activity – see Methods) pathway activity was 

measured in cells cultured in a human environment. The impact of switching from culturing on a 

feeder layer to culture in conditioned medium on signaling pathway activity was small compared 

to the different effects of human and mouse culture conditions. Cells cultured on a human feeder 

had higher PI3K and Notch pathway activity scores compared to a feeder-free human conditioned 

medium.  
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STP activity scores in pluripotent hES cell lines differ between laboratories  

Data from three independent studies were available in which undifferentiated hES cell lines had 

been cultured on MEF or in MEF-conditioned medium (Figure 1B). For the H7 hES cell line, 

analyzed within the BI Human Reference Epigenome Mapping Project, culture conditions were 

unknown. For all cell lines, pathway activity profiles were highly similar between replicate 

cultures in the same lab/study, but varied depending on the lab where cells had been cultured. 

The H7 hES cell line (of which culture conditions were unknown) had a clearly different pathway 

activity profile, with the highest MAPK-AP1, Notch, TGFβ, NFκB pathway activity scores, the 

relatively low HH and PI3K (higher FOXO activity) pathway activity score.  

For the same hES-T3 cell line, data were available from two independent studies from different 

labs (Figure 1A and B), using two different human feeders. Notch and TGFβ pathway activity 

scores were much lower in cells cultured on human foreskin fibroblasts (figure 1B), compared to 

culture on an autogeneic human feeder (Figure 1A). These results provide more evidence that 

even seemingly small differences in culture protocol may affect the hES cell phenotype, and may 

be responsible for differences in experimental results between laboratories. 

STP activity scores are similar for different iPS cell lines under the same culture conditions, but 

differ between labs 

STP activity profiles for iPS cell lines obtained from four different donors and cultured in the same 

lab, under the same culture conditions, showed relatively minor differences (Figure 1C, dataset 

GSE74385). However, relatively large differences were found between these iPS cell lines and the 

three iPS cell lines in the second dataset (GSE17312) for which culture protocol(s) were unknown. 

Notably, the GSE74385 dataset was from the Old Order Amish group with high incidence of 

bipolar disorder, and genetic backgrounds may have been quite similar. Thus, observed 
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differences in STP activity profiles between the two sets of iPS cell lines may have been caused by 

substantial genetic differences, or by differences in iPS cell line generation protocol, or by 

different culture protocols.  

Phenotypic comparison between different stem cell lines 

No consistent differences in STP activity profiles between the various hES cell lines, or between 

hES and iPS cell lines, were found (Figure 1). However, genetically determined differences, or 

differences originating from different protocols used to establish the cell line, may have been 

overshadowed by major effects of culture conditions on the phenotype.  

Pluripotent stem cell differentiation to endodermal, mesodermal, and ectodermal derivatives 

hES cell differentiation to endodermal and mesodermal derivatives 

Pluripotent stem cells are by definition able to differentiate to the three germ layer lineages. To 

reliably assess the pluripotency of stem cells, it is important to define the changes in signaling 

pathway activity associated with early differentiation and loss of pluripotency. Loh et al. 

differentiated hES-3 cells in defined medium into mesoderm and definitive endoderm, and 

subsequently to anterior foregut as the precursor for lung and thyroid, to posterior foregut as the 

precursor for pancreas and liver, and to mid/hindgut as the precursor for intestinal tissue [40]. 

Signaling pathway activity scores were measured during the different stages in the differentiation 

process (Figure 2). Pluripotent hES3 cells (also shown in Figure 1B, GSE52658) showed a pathway 

profile with relatively high MAPK-AP1, PI3K (i.e. low FOXO activity), HH, TGFβ and Notch pathway 

activity scores, while Wnt pathway activity scores were typically low. Initial differentiation to 

anterior primitive streak (APS, day 1, precursor for mesoderm and definitive endoderm) resulted 

in a reduction in activity of the pathways already associated with pluripotency in the datasets 

described above, that is, the HH, Notch, TGFβ, NFκB, MAPK-AP1 and PI3K (increase in FOXO 
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activity) pathways, with a simultaneous increase in Wnt pathway activity. Differentiation from 

APS to definitive endoderm (DE, day 3) caused a decrease in Wnt, a further decrease in PI3K (i.e. 

increase in FOXO activity) pathway activity, and a simultaneous increase in MAPK-AP1 and NFκB 

pathway activity. When instead the APS cells were differentiated to mesoderm (day 3), cells 

differed from DE by a higher Wnt and TGFβ pathway activity and lower NFκB pathway activity 

scores. Subsequent differentiation to mid/hindgut as intestinal precursor cells, showed a distinct 

STP activity profile with high PI3K, Wnt, Notch, and low TGFβ pathway activity scores. Clearly, 

already after one day of differentiation, some pluripotency-associated signaling pathways have 

lost activity – that is, the MAPK-AP1, PI3K, HH, Notch, TGFβ, and NFκB pathways – while the Wnt 

pathway increased in activity.  

Differentiation of iPS cells to ectoderm-derived neuronal cells 

To investigate changes in signaling pathway activity during differentiation to the ectodermal 

direction, a dataset was available in which iPS cells from different donors had been differentiated 

towards neuronal cells. Initial (two weeks) differentiation to neural progenitor cells was 

associated with reduced MAPK-AP1 pathway activity scores, while Wnt pathway activity 

increased (Figure 3 and Supplementary Figure S3). Subsequent differentiation to early and late 

stage neurons was associated with a reduction in PI3K (increased FOXO activity scores) and HH 

pathway activity, and increased Notch pathway activity. 

Signaling pathway analysis of organ-derived (bone marrow and intestinal mucosa) multipotent 

stem cells 

Primary organ-derived stem cells are not pluripotent but at best multipotent [1]. Two types of 

organ-derived stem cells were analyzed: from bone marrow (mesodermal) and from intestinal 

crypts (endodermal) (Figure 4). 
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Activity of the HH pathway was lower in both these stem cell types comparable to the activity 

seen in pluripotent hES and iPS cell lines. In addition, cultured human mesenchymal stem cells 

from bone marrow had a higher MAPK-AP1 and TGFβ pathway activity compared to iPS and hES 

stem cells (Figure 4A).  

Intestinal crypts contain a small number of stem cells, which differentiate while migrating 

towards the villus along a decreasing EPHB2 gradient [52],[61]. For the analyzed study, colon 

mucosa samples had been obtained from four locations along the crypt-villus axis. Crypt stem 

cells (indicated with 1 in Figure 4B, 4C) showed a combination of high Wnt, Notch, and PI3K 

pathway activity, with pathway activity scores decreasing upon differentiation (indicated with 

2,3,4) towards the villus mucosa, while MAPK-AP1 and ER pathway activity increased towards the 

villus (Figure 4B). Among the various types of analyzed stem cells, only the crypt stem cells 

exhibited a high Wnt and to a lesser extent Notch, pathway activity, which was rapidly lost upon 

differentiation. The pathway activity profile seen in the intestinal mucosa stem cells (crypt cells) 

closely resembles that observed in the mid/hindgut cells (Figure 2), which are considered 

progenitors for intestinal mucosa cells, although in the crypt stem cells Wnt pathway activity is 

even higher.  

Relation between STP activity scores and functional activity of signal transduction pathways 

As described in the Method, pathway activity scores can only be interpreted towards an active or 

inactive pathway in an absolute manner when the range in pathway activity scores (between 

minimal and maximal functional pathway activity) in the cell type is known and therefore can 

serve as a reference. The here presented STP analysis helps to establish such reference levels, 

based on the results of cells with a known pathway activity.  
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The Wnt pathway should be active in intestinal crypt stem cells, but inactive in pluripotent stem 

cells [56],[57]. In assumed pluripotent stem cells Wnt pathway activity scores were between -19 

and -10, representing an inactive Wnt pathway (Figures 1-2). In multipotent intestinal crypt stem 

cells with a (highly) active Wnt pathway, Wnt pathway activity scores were between +20 and +27; 

towards the villus the pathway becomes increasingly inactive, resulting in Wnt pathway activity 

scores between -24 and -5. Using these results, while realizing the limitation of small sample 

numbers, we can now set a putative range for Wnt pathway activity scores in stem cells and 

derivatives between around -24 (inactive) and +28 (highly active). Subsequently we can use this 

reference range and conclude that the Wnt pathway was probably moderately active in 

midgut/hindgut cells (Figure 2). For the other pathways, the ranges in pathway activity scores 

could also be established based on analysis of the various undifferentiated and differentiated cell 

types (PI3K-FOXO: between -17 and +5; MAPK-AP1: between -20 and +6; HH: between -17 and 

+17; Notch: between -5 and +12; TGFβ: between -18 and +12; NFκB: between -17 and -3) (Figures 

1-4, S2, S3). These ranges are much larger than the variations measured in the same cell types 

under the same culture conditions, or even between different iPS cell lines. This indicates that 

changes in functional signaling pathway activity occur with changing culture protocols and 

differentiation of stem cells. However, in the absence of sample sets with known pathway activity 

the range only represents a minimum range, and only relative differences in pathway activity can 

be inferred. 

Discussion 

In order to define a signaling pathway activity profile for stem cell pluripotency, in pluripotent hES 

and iPS cells and differentiated derivatives, as well as in organ-derived multipotent stem cells, 

activity was measured of signal transduction pathways known be important for self-renewal and 

differentiation. A previously described, validated set of signal transduction pathway assays was 
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used to calculate pathway activity scores for the AR, ER, PI3K, Wnt, TGFβ, HH, Notch, and NFκB 

pathways using RNA expression data [16],[35],[37],[36]. To enable a more complete analysis of 

signaling pathway activity, for the MAPK-AP1 pathway an additional assay was developed, 

biologically validated on a number of different cell types, and added to the existing signaling 

pathway assay platform. 

Influence of stem cell culture protocol on pluripotency phenotype 

Comparing signaling pathway activity scores between pluripotent hES cells and iPS cell lines 

across different labs revealed that STP activity profiles were highly reproducible, even between 

different stem cell lines, within a lab and when cultured with the same protocol, but showed 

relatively large variations across laboratories. This was nicely illustrated by the hES-T3 cell line: a 

single cell line, cultured in two different labs under seemingly quite similar conditions, but 

resulting in very different Notch and TGFβ pathway activity scores, possibly determined by the 

type of human feeder that was used. On the other hand, iPS cell lines from different donors with 

different genetic backgrounds, cultured in the same lab with the same protocol, showed very 

comparable pathway activity scores. These results emphasize the important influence of culture 

protocols on pluripotent stem cell phenotype.  

While determination of the influence of specific culture conditions on pathway activity was 

hindered by many unknowns in culture protocols across different labs, one hES dataset from a 

single lab provided some initial insight. Here, the pluripotency phenotype in terms of pathway 

activity appeared to be especially influenced by a murine versus human environment, where a 

human culture environment was associated with higher pathway activity scores for especially the 

Notch, TGFβ, and MAPK-AP1, pathways, and lower PI3K pathway activity scores. An explanation 

for signaling pathways being more active in a human culture environment may be availability of 
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human ligands for the specific pathway receptors instead of murine ligands, where human ligands 

may more effectively activate the signaling pathway. However, aside from species differences, 

many other culture protocol-associated factors may influence pathway activity profiles across 

labs, for example variations in the constituents of defined culture medium. Signaling pathway 

activity can be induced dose-dependently by a specific ligand present in culture medium, and can 

subsequently influence activity of other signaling pathways through crosstalk. For example, the 

MAPK-AP1 pathway can be activated by basic Fibroblast Growth Factor (bFGF), but activity of this 

pathway can also be modified by crosstalk with other signaling pathways, notably the TGFβ 

pathway and the PI3K-FOXO signaling pathway [20],[58],[59],[60]. Similarly, crosstalk between 

other signal transduction pathways has been frequently described, potentially enabling specific 

ligands for one pathway to modify activity of another signaling pathway [61],[62],[63]. 

Defining a pathway activity profile for pluripotency 

Activity of signal transduction pathways that are essential for maintaining pluripotency would be 

expected to decrease upon differentiation. Differentiation of pluripotent hES cells in the 

mesodermal/endodermal direction was associated with rapid initial decrease (within 1 day) in 

pathway activity scores for the MAPK-AP1, PI3K, Notch, TGFβ, HH and NFκB pathways, indicating 

their activity in pluripotent stem cells and supporting a role for a coordinated activity of these 

signaling pathways in pluripotency maintenance. Of note, ectodermal differentiation data were 

only available after two weeks of iPS cell culture, and therefore not useful for the purpose of 

defining pluripotency pathways.  

In line with our results, activity of the PI3K, MAPK, Notch, TGFβ, and NFκB pathways has been 

shown to be necessary for the maintenance of pluripotency [19],[69],[70],[71],[72],[73],[74]. 

With respect to the HH pathway, all pluripotent cell lines had high pathway activation scores. The 
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HH pathway is known to be important for embryonic development [70]. The expression of key HH 

signaling molecules in pluripotent stem cells has been reported, but information on functional 

pathway activity is lacking [71]. HH pathway activity is determined by the interaction between 

activating and inhibitory GLI transcription factors and this makes it difficult to infer activity of this 

pathway from the expression of its signaling cascade proteins and transcription factors [31]. 

Given the currents results it seems plausible that activity of this embryonic pathway is essential 

to pluripotency. Low Wnt pathway activity scores are fully in line with current thinking on the role 

of Wnt in human pluripotent stem cells [57]. While we cannot exclude that other signaling 

pathways may contribute to stem cell pluripotency, based on the current results, we tentatively 

propose to define a stem cell pluripotency profile as active MAPK-AP1, PI3K, Notch, TGFβ, HH and 

NFκB pathways; low score for Wnt pathway. We hypothesize that measuring combined activity of 

these pathways using STP analysis can be used to define and quantify the pluripotency state of a 

stem cell culture. While Affymetrix-based pluripotency assessment is not very suitable for 

implementation in day-to-day research, the recent conversion of Affymetrix STP analysis to a 

platform of qPCR-based STP assays enables generation of a full STP activity or pluripotency profile 

of a stem cell sample within a few hours on standard lab equipment [72]. This is also expected to 

facilitate experimental modification of the STP activity profile by controlled manipulation of 

culture conditions, for example by adding specific pathway ligands, and subsequently analyze the 

relation between different STP activity profiles and pluripotent stem cell differentiation capability.  

Differentiation-induced changes in signaling pathway activity  

The available datasets enabled investigation of changes in STP activity associated with hES cell 

differentiation to mesoderm, definitive endoderm, and digestive tract precursor cells, and neural 

progenitor cells, while hES-derived intestinal precursor cells could be compared with adult 

intestinal crypt stem cells. 
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 Differentiation of hES cells resulted in pathway activity profiles characteristic for the two germ 

layers [40]. Low Wnt pathway activity in definitive endoderm versus higher Wnt pathway activity 

scores in mesodermal differentiation is in agreement with a role for the Wnt pathway in 

mesodermal differentiation and differentiation to mesoderm-derived cardiomyocytes 

[12],[57],[73],[79],[80]. The simultaneous increase in TGFβ pathway activity in mesodermal 

differentiation is in line with the required BMP signaling [74],[76]. The return to high HH pathway 

activity scores upon differentiation to anterior/posterior/mid/hind-gut is in line with the broad 

role of this pathway in embryonic development of the digestive tract [77].  

Specific differentiation to mid/hindgut, as precursor for intestinal cell development, was 

associated with a marked increase in Wnt and Notch pathway activity and low MAPK pathway 

activity scores. A comparable STP activity profile (although even higher Wnt pathway activity) was 

found in adult intestinal crypt stem cells and disappeared upon differentiation to various mucosa 

cell types. These results underscore the important role of these pathways in early development 

as well as in adult intestinal physiology [56],[83],[84],[80]. The increase in ER pathway activity 

scores seen during mucosal differentiation is in line with the role of ER in mucosal physiology 

[81]. Finally, differentiation of iPS cells to neuronal cells was associated with gain of activity of the 

Notch pathway, in agreement with its role as a neuronal progenitor signaling pathway [87]. Taken 

together, these results provide evidence that STP analysis can be used to assess stem cell 

differentiation state, probably even in a quantitative manner. 

Summary and perspective 

The STP assay platform allows quantification of activity of multiple signaling pathways 

simultaneously in a cell sample. The STP pluripotency profile can be used to phenotypically 

compare genetically different pluripotent stem cell lines and investigate the relation with 
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differentiation capability. The STP activity profile provides actionable information that can be 

used to restore or modify pluripotency or cultured cells. The recent conversion to qPCR-based 

STP analysis facilitates implementation in a research laboratory. The use of STP activity analysis is 

expected to increase experimental reproducibility across laboratories, and improve 

standardization of the stem cell field, as well as providing an additional method for quality control 

in the production of cells for regenerative medicine purposes. 
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Figures 

Figure 1. Human stem cell characterization in terms of signaling pathway activity. Shown are results of respectively 

androgen receptor (AR), estrogen receptor (ER), PI3K-FOXO, MAPK-AP1, Hedgehog (HH), Notch, TGFβ, Wnt, and NFκB 

pathway activities for individual samples; pathway activity is color coded ranging from blue (most inactive) to red 

(most active) [84]. The activity of the FOXO transcription factor is measured as the inverse readout for the activity of 

 

A 

cell type sample category 

annotation 

per sample 

hormonal pathways growth factor pathways developmental pathways  

AR ER FOXO MAPK-AP1 HH Notch TGFβ Wnt NFκB 

hES-T3 

Feeder-free Matrigel in human 

(T3HDF) conditioned medium 

replicate 1 -13.4 -19.5 -0.6 -10.4 13.3 5.9 0.4 -15.2 -11.6 

replicate 2 -13.3 -19.5 0.8 -10.8 13.4 6.8 1.6 -14.9 -11.2 

Human (T3HDF) feeder 

replicate 1 -14.8 -19.2 -9.6 -9.0 16.2 9.3 -3.2 -18.2 -10.2 

replicate 2 -14.6 -18.9 -9.9 -9.4 15.2 8.2 -0.3 -17.7 -10.5 

Feeder-free Matrigel in mouse (MEF) 

conditioned medium 

replicate 1 -16.4 -19.7 -11.8 -12.8 14.0 -1.3 -13.8 -19.1 -13.5 

replicate 2 -16.3 -19.5 -11.9 -12.2 14.4 -1.7 -13.5 -18.8 -13.8 

Mouse (MEF) feeder 

replicate 1 -16.0 -19.9 -11.4 -12.9 14.5 -3.8 -15.8 -14.5 -14.3 

replicate 2 -15.6 -20.0 -11.4 -14.4 14.6 -3.7 -16.6 -14.8 -13.8 

    
                  

B 

cell type sample category 

annotation 

per sample 

hormonal pathways growth factor pathways developmental pathways  

AR ER FOXO MAPK-AP1 HH Notch TGFβ Wnt NFκB 

hES-T3 Human feeder 

replicate 1 -16.9 -19.5 -11.4 -10.1 14.3 0.1 -9.4 -17.8 -12.9 

replicate 2 -16.4 -19.5 -11.8 -10.5 14.3 1.2 -10.3 -16.9 -10.9 

replicate 3 -16.6 -19.0 -11.4 -10.9 14.5 -0.3 -9.4 -17.0 -12.0 

hES  

(VUB01) 

Mouse (MEF) conditioned medium 

replicate 1 -16.0 -19.2 -13.1 -14.5 13.8 -2.7 -15.1 -18.3 -14.7 

replicate 2 -15.3 -18.0 -12.3 -16.1 13.1 -4.1 -12.1 -13.5 -13.8 

replicate 3 -14.9 -19.0 -11.5 -17.5 13.6 -4.6 -13.8 -10.4 -15.1 

HES3 Mouse (MEF) feeder 

replicate 1 -12.6 -18.8 -15.9 -2.0 11.3 4.7 -1.6 -11.5 -7.9 

replicate 2 -12.7 -18.7 -16.1 -1.7 11.5 6.4 -1.0 -12.1 -7.7 

replicate 3 -12.9 -19.6 -15.8 -1.7 11.0 5.5 -3.6 -11.9 -7.6 

H7 hES (culture conditions unknown)  -14.5 -19.3 -9.5 6.0 6.8 12.3 3.6 -11.5 -3.3 

   
                  

    
                  

C 

cell type sample category 

annotation 

per sample 

hormonal pathways growth factor pathways developmental pathways  

AR ER FOXO MAPK-AP1 HH Notch TGFβ Wnt NFκB 

iPS 

MEF 

donor 1 -14.7 -17.9 -8.6 -11.6 12.5 1.5 -15.9 -13.8 -14.6 

donor 2 -14.7 -18.0 -11.7 -13.3 13.8 -2.2 -15.4 -15.9 -14.3 

donor 3 -14.7 -18.3 -8.3 -9.2 13.9 0.5 -14.3 -13.5 -13.2 

donor 4 -14.7 -18.1 -9.5 -10.0 12.7 1.1 -16.5 -15.0 -14.7 

(culture conditions unknown) 

donor 1 -15.6 -19.9 -15.4 0.8 10.9 6.2 -3.0 -16.4 -7.5 

donor 2 -14.8 -19.6 -16.2 -2.0 10.1 5.0 -6.6 -11.2 -10.1 

donor 3 -16.9 -18.9 -16.9 2.4 7.1 -0.3 -6.8 -11.9 -5.2 
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the PI3K pathway, in the absence of oxidative stress [35]. Individual sample annotation as provided in the public GEO 

database is on the left. 

A. hES-T3 cells. GEO dataset GSE19902 containing sample data from pluripotent human embryonic stem cells (hES-

T3), cultured under different conditions, either on a human feeder layer (T3HDF) or with T3HDF-conditioned medium 

(supplemented with 4 ng/ml bFGF), or on a mouse feeder layer (MEF) or with MEF-conditioned medium (containing 4 

ng/ml bFGF) [39]. 

B. hES cells. GEO dataset GSE84500, containing sample data from datasets GSE9440 and GSE35603. Undifferentiated 

hES-T3 (Cellartis) cultured on human foreskin fibroblasts supplemented with 4 ng/ml bFGF, and hES (VUB01) cells 

cultured on MEF [42],[46]. GSE52658, HES3 cells cultured with MEF-conditioned medium with 15 ng/ml FGF2 [40]. 

GSE17312, H7 hES cell line, from BI Human Reference Epigenome Mapping Project (culture conditions unknown) [43]. 

C. Human iPS cells. GSE74358, iPS cell lines cultured on MEF (with 10 ng/ml bFGF). iPS lines obtained from Amish 

pedigree [45]; GSE17312, iPS cell lines from BI Human Reference Epigenome Mapping Project (culture conditions 

unknown) [43]. 
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Figure 2. Characterization of cells in various stages of differentiation in terms of the activity of multiple signaling

pathways (presented as mean ± standard deviation, n=3 replicates). Using public mRNA expression datasets

(GSE52658), we have measured combined pathway activity on the stem cells during different stages in the

differentiation process (as listed in detail in Supplementary Figure S2). Color-coding is used to visualize changes in

signaling pathway activity scores during differentiation: ranging from dark green (indicating the highest observed

activity in this set for each pathway separately) to yellow (indicating the lowest observed activity in this set for each

pathway separately). 

Loh et al. differentiated human embryonic stem cells (HES) into definitive endoderm and mesoderm, and subsequently

to anterior foregut as the precursor for lung and thyroid, to posterior foregut as the precursor for pancreas and liver,

and to mid/hindgut as the precursor for intestinal tissue [40]. hES cells were cultured under serum-free conditions in

defined medium. To obtain anterior primitive streak cells (APS), ectoderm differentiation was excluded by activation
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of TGFβ and Wnt pathway activity, while inhibiting the PI3K/mTOR pathway. The differentiation step from APS to 

definitive endoderm (DE) consisted of stimulation with high Activin and BMP blockade to prevent the formation of 

mesoderm. Subsequently, DE cells were differentiated for four days to different types of foregut cells 

(AFG/PFG/MHG), using treatment with BMP, Wnt, and FGF. 

 

Figure 3. iPS cell differentiation to neuronal progenitor (NP) cells and early (EN) and late neurons (LN). iPSCs, NPs and 

neurons matured in culture for 2 weeks (EN) or 4 weeks (LN). iPS cell lines were derived from the Old Order Amish 

group. Sample data from dataset GSE74358 [45]. Statistically significant differences (Wilcoxon two-sided test) – 

compared to the iPS group – are indicated with an asterisk (p<0.05). 
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A 

cell type annotation per sample 

hormonal pathways growth factor pathways developmental pathways 

 

AR ER FOXO MAPK-AP1 HH Notch TGFβ Wnt NFκB 

hMSC 

replicate 1 -16.4 -14.4 -4.9 3.4 3.9 0.3 10.8 -7.3 -8.0 

replicate 2 -16.4 -14.0 -3.7 3.4 3.1 -0.4 12.3 -8.2 -8.3 

replicate 3 -16.5 -14.0 -5.0 3.0 3.5 0.6 11.6 -7.4 -7.8 

replicate 4 -16.4 -14.2 -4.4 3.0 3.6 0.3 11.5 -8.6 -9.2 

replicate 5 -16.7 -14.4 -4.9 3.1 3.7 0.4 11.4 -7.6 -9.0 

replicate 6 -16.3 -13.8 -4.6 3.1 3.4 0.4 11.4 -8.2 -8.8 

B 

cell type 

annotation 

per sample 

sample 

category 

location in 

crypt-villus 

hormonal pathways growth factor pathways developmental pathways 

 

AR ER FOXO MAPK-AP1 HH Notch TGFβ Wnt NFκB 

Human 

colonic 

mucosa 

donor 1 

EPHB2 high 1 -9.8 -12.6 -4.9 -13.3 -12.1 7.9 -9.6 19.9 -14.7 

EPHB2 medium 2 -8.7 -12.4 -2.0 -13.6 -12.6 4.4 -7.4 -0.7 -16.6 

EPHB2 low 3 -9.3 -7.9 -0.6 -10.6 -14.6 3.1 -7.0 -13.0 -16.4 

EPHB2 negative 4 -9.3 -5.0 5.0 -3.6 -17.3 1.9 -4.8 -22.8 -13.6 

donor 2 

EPHB2 high 1 -9.7 -12.1 -3.2 -12.4 -10.9 8.7 -6.7 21.7 -13.0 

EPHB2 medium 2 -9.9 -11.1 -3.4 -14.3 -11.8 6.5 -7.3 1.1 -13.7 

EPHB2 low 3 -9.4 -7.8 0.6 -10.5 -13.5 4.4 -5.2 -11.4 -12.8 

EPHB2 negative 4 -10.2 0.6 3.9 -3.3 -16.9 5.4 -2.5 -23.6 -11.7 

donor 3 

EPHB2 high 1 -9.2 -11.0 -2.7 -9.5 -10.3 8.8 -5.3 27.4 -12.0 

EPHB2 medium 2 -8.7 -12.3 -2.2 -7.8 -10.9 7.3 -5.4 10.6 -12.8 

EPHB2 low 3 -9.6 -9.7 -0.7 -4.7 -14.4 4.7 -3.8 -4.7 -11.7 
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C 

 

Figure 4. Organ-derived stem cells 

A. Human bone marrow-derived mesenchymal stem cells, sample data from GEO dataset GSE84500 [46]. 

B. Normal human colonic mucosa cells from three different crypt-villus locations were isolated from colon biopsies from three 

individuals (dataset GSE31255). Highest ephrin type-B receptor 2 (EPHB2) protein levels characterize intestinal stem cells. 

Sampling locations are indicated (roughly): 1, high EPHB2; 2, medium EPHB2; 3, low EPHB2; 4, negative EPHB2 [47]. 

C. Intestinal crypt-villus structure, with decreasing EPHB2 expression from crypt compartment containing intestinal stem cells, to 

villus with differentiated mucosa cells. Sampling locations are indicated as 1-4. 
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Development of an assay to measure MAPK-AP1 pathway activity 

The method to develop assays to measure the functional activity of signal transduction pathways has been 

described in detail before [16]. The mathematical approach to develop Bayesian network models for the 

measurement of signal transduction pathway activity has been described [16]. In brief, a Bayesian 

computational network model for a signal transduction pathway is created to infer the probability that the 

pathway-associated transcription factor is in a transcriptionally active state. The Bayesian network 

describes (i) the causal relation that a target gene is up- or downregulated depending on the transcription 

complex being active or inactive and (ii) the causal relation that a signal on an Affymetrix HG-U133 Plus 2.0 

probeset is high or low depending on the target gene being up or down. These relations are probabilistic; 

the parameters describing relation (i) are based on literature evidence, and the parameters describing 

relation (ii) are based on calibration data of samples with ground truth information about their pathway 

activity state. 

 

Supplementary Table S1. List with MAPK-AP1 target genes according to HGNC approved symbols used for development of the 

pathway activity assay. 

BCL2L11, CCND1, DDIT3, DNMT1, EGFR, ENPP2, EZR, FASLG, VEGFD, GLRX, IL2, IVL, LORICRIN, MMP1, 

MMP3, MMP9, PLAU, PLAUR, PTGS2, SERPINE1, SNCG, TIMP1, TP53, VIM. 
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Supplementary Figure S1. Calibration and validation of the MAPK-AP1 pathway assay. For calibration purposes 
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vehicle-treated (MAPK-AP1 inactive) and 500 nM TPA-treated (MAPK-AP1 active) HepG2 liver cell samples were used 

(A) from GSE28878 [49]. After freezing the model, independent samples were used for validation (B-F) and evaluation 

of the model (G). B. GSE45417, 100 nM TPA-treated U937 cells [50]; C. GSE66853, U937 cells were treated with TPA in 

the absence or presence of an EVI1 expression vector to activate the MAPK-AP1 signaling pathway [51]; D. E-MEXP-

2213 and E-MEXP-2573 (ArrayExpress database; https://www.ebi.ac.uk/arrayexpress/), K562 erythroleukemia cells 

were treated with 10 and 100 nM TPA/PMA, respectively [52], [53]; E. GSE8742, SK-MEL-5 (melanoma) cells and F. 

GSE8742, COLO-2005 (colon cancer; Supplementary Figure S1F) cells were treated with 1 μg/mL PEP008 or 1000 

ng/mL TPA (only the SK-MEL-5 cells) or vehicle for 24h, followed by 72h recovery [54]; G. GSE21618, wild-type (wt) 

MCF7 human breast cancer cells and tamoxifen-resistant MCF7 were treated with 100 nM 17beta-estradiol (E2) or 10 

nM growth hormone heregulin (HRG) to activate the MAPK-AP1 signaling pathway [55]. 
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cell type 

annotation 

per sample 

hormonal pathways growth factor pathways developmental pathways 

 

AR ER FOXO MAPK-AP1 HH Notch TGFβ Wnt NFκB 

Human embryonic 

stem cells 

replicate 1 -12.6 -18.8 -15.9 -2.0 11.3 4.7 -1.6 -11.5 -7.9 

replicate 2 -12.7 -18.7 -16.1 -1.7 11.5 6.4 -1.0 -12.1 -7.7 

replicate 3 -12.9 -19.6 -15.8 -1.7 11.0 5.5 -3.6 -11.9 -7.6 

Anterior primitive 

streak (APS) 

replicate 1 -9.0 -13.5 -12.7 -9.9 8.8 3.8 -5.7 -6.1 -13.2 

replicate 2 -9.0 -13.7 -12.7 -9.2 9.1 3.1 -7.2 -4.9 -13.8 

replicate 3 -10.0 -13.7 -13.3 -9.9 9.3 3.2 -6.2 -6.4 -13.6 

Definitive endoderm 

(DE) 

replicate 1 -9.3 -14.0 -6.5 -6.7 5.2 3.4 -5.1 -12.0 -10.2 

replicate 2 -10.7 -14.8 -7.3 -6.9 5.2 2.2 -9.1 -11.7 -9.3 

replicate 3 -10.6 -14.6 -6.9 -7.2 5.9 2.7 -7.1 -12.7 -9.8 

Mesoderm 

replicate 1 -11.6 -14.6 -5.9 -6.8 6.5 3.6 -2.1 2.3 -16.1 

replicate 2 -12.2 -14.1 -6.3 -7.2 7.1 3.1 -4.8 3.0 -16.0 

replicate 3 -11.8 -14.0 -6.2 -7.6 6.0 3.2 -3.3 1.7 -14.8 

Anterior foregut 

(AFG; lungs, thyroid) 

replicate 1 -11.9 -19.2 -7.1 -13.5 15.6 1.0 -9.0 -14.7 -16.5 

replicate 2 -13.7 -19.2 -9.1 -14.7 14.0 2.8 -8.9 -16.2 -16.5 

replicate 3 -14.3 -19.2 -7.0 -15.1 15.1 1.7 -9.7 -14.8 -16.5 

Posterior foregut 

(PFG; pancreas, 

liver) 

replicate 1 -14.1 -17.6 -5.0 -13.3 15.8 3.6 -5.4 -13.2 -16.5 

replicate 2 -14.3 -16.9 -3.9 -14.6 14.7 3.3 -6.5 -13.5 -17.7 

replicate 3 -13.9 -17.8 -5.8 -11.8 16.9 2.7 -6.2 -13.2 -16.1 

Midgut/hindgut 

(MHG; intestines) 

replicate 1 -15.7 -18.2 -13.6 -14.9 16.9 7.3 -12.8 2.0 -15.6 

replicate 2 -16.6 -18.1 -13.8 -14.8 16.5 6.1 -12.3 2.9 -15.7 

replicate 3 -16.1 -18.1 -12.7 -15.1 16.8 7.2 -12.2 2.4 -15.2 

Supplementary Figure S2. Full signaling pathway analysis data per sample, corresponding to the results in Figure 2 (dataset GSE52658 [40]).  
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sample 

category 

annotation 

per sample 

hormonal pathways growth factor pathways developmental pathways 

 

AR ER FOXO MAPK-AP1 HH Notch TGFβ Wnt NFκB 

iPSCs 

donor 1 -14.7 -17.9 -8.6 -11.6 12.5 1.5 -15.9 -13.8 -14.6 

donor 2 -14.7 -18.0 -11.7 -13.3 13.8 -2.2 -15.4 -15.9 -14.3 

donor 3 -14.7 -18.3 -8.3 -9.2 13.9 0.5 -14.3 -13.5 -13.2 

donor 4 -14.7 -18.1 -9.5 -10.0 12.7 1.1 -16.5 -15.0 -14.7 

hiPSC-

derived 

neural 

progenitor 

donor 1 -19.5 -16.9 -8.8 -14.4 13.1 2.3 -14.3 -12.6 -9.1 

donor 2 -18.2 -14.4 -6.0 -18.0 9.6 2.4 -15.1 -13.1 -10.6 

donor 3 -18.5 -18.0 -11.3 -17.0 9.0 2.8 -13.7 -8.6 -13.5 

donor 4 -17.3 -15.9 -8.6 -19.5 11.1 1.3 -12.7 -9.5 -12.6 

hiPSC-

derived 

neuron - 

early 

donor 1 -18.4 -14.2 -5.1 -16.4 10.8 2.1 -14.0 -13.4 -12.4 

donor 2 -19.7 -16.7 -7.4 -16.6 10.1 2.5 -14.6 -12.7 -14.8 

donor 3 -17.2 -14.8 -5.1 -16.3 9.8 3.8 -14.5 -10.3 -9.2 

donor 4 -17.9 -14.3 -3.4 -14.9 0.6 4.5 -14.7 -12.5 -7.8 

hiPSC-

derived 

neuron - 

late 

donor 1 -18.1 -16.5 -6.6 -16.0 11.0 3.3 -15.0 -10.9 -11.6 

donor 2 -18.4 -13.8 -5.2 -15.0 5.8 2.3 -15.4 -9.9 -12.1 

donor 3 -18.1 -14.7 -3.7 -16.8 7.5 7.1 -13.6 -13.4 -9.0 

donor 4 -18.5 -14.8 -3.6 -15.2 -0.8 2.0 -18.1 -15.0 -11.4 

 

Supplementary Figure S3. Full signaling pathway analysis data per sample, corresponding to the results presented in Figure 3 (dataset GSE74358 [45]). 
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